Combining ResNet Model with Handcrafted Temporal Features for ECG Classification with Varying Number of Leads
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Abstract

This study presents PhysioNauts Team’s contribution to the PhysioNet/CinC Challenge 2021 on ECG classification for variable leads. Three types of labels were identified: those affecting cardiac rhythm, ECG morphology or both. The full model integrated handcrafted rhythm features and deep learning features into a residual neural network (ResNet) with a squeeze and excitation module and a wide 10-neuron single-layer fully connected (FC) branch to leverage the learning of both feature types. The ResNet inputs were ECG segments of 4096 samples downsampled to 257 Hz. The FC inputs were standard rhythm features extracted from the RR-series. Class imbalance was mitigated by selecting only a third of normal sinus rhythm and sinus bradycardia recordings. Moreover, threshold optimization was performed based on a grid search and the Nelder-Mead method to maximize the Challenge metric (CM). Our entry failed on the UMich test data, so it was not officially ranked and it didn’t receive official scores on the full test set. The CMs obtained in the unofficial entry were 0.613, 0.585, 0.603, 0.594, and 0.582 on 12-lead, 6-lead, 4-lead, 3-lead, 2-lead, respectively.

1. Introduction

The electrocardiogram (ECG) records the heart’s electrical activity. It is used for the identification of cardiac electrical abnormalities. ECGs may be acquired with a variable number of leads depending on the device used, the duration and scope of the registration. While the standard clinical ECG consists on a 12-lead 30s ECG, Holter monitoring intended for a long-term recording (24-48 h) typically uses a reduced number of leads.

ECG manual annotation is highly time consuming and requires of trained professionals. Although many studies in the past have attempted to develop automatic algorithms for ECG analysis [1-2], still no method has proven to detect pathologies using variable ECG leads from signals acquired using different devices and clinical centers. The PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2021 addresses this problem by providing a multi center ECG database [2-9] with variable leads and signal lengths to develop an algorithm capable of detecting 26 different pathologies.

In this work we present the PhysioNauts Team’s contribution to the CinC Challenge. The presented study focused on the nature of the detected pathologies: some affect the morphology of the ECG, others its rhythm, or both. The combination of a modified ResNet with another branch fed with temporal parameters was exploited to leverage both morphological and rhythmic properties of the pathologies, and improve the classification capabilities of the neural networks.

2. Material and Methods

Eight different datasets were made available by the Challenge (for further details the reader is referred to [2-9]) with a total of 88253 subjects associated with 133 labels, representing different pathologies. Only 30 out of 133 were of interest for the challenge. The unscored signals were discarded, and only 81966 were considered. The recordings were relabeled, keeping only 26 of the 30 scored labels, as 8 of them were considered equivalent [10]. Recordings were multi-labeled, and had variable sampling frequencies, between 257 Hz up to 1000 Hz, and duration, with signals of 5 s, 10 s and 120 s long, only 74 recordings were 30 minutes long.

2.1. ResNet data processing

Recordings were resampled to 257 Hz, then a common length of 4096 samples was fixed: if the signal was shorter it was zero padded, if it was longer, windowing in a random part of the signal was performed, as done by Zhao et al. [11]. These processed data were fed to the ResNet, as shown in Figure 1.
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2.2. Temporal Features extraction

Lead ‘II’ was chosen to obtain the RR time series since, together with lead ‘I’, it was the only one common to all the lead subsets, and better suited for R peak extraction. Raw signals were processed as follows:
1. Application of 2nd order Butterworth band-pass filter in the range 5-15 Hz.
2. Normalization of filtered signals in the range [-1,1].
3. A combination of Pan Tompkins and amplitude and time (equations (1) and (2), respectively) thresholds were applied for R peak detection.
   \[ Thr_{amp} = \mu_{signal} + 2 \times \sigma_{signal}, \quad (1) \]
   \[ Thr_{time} = 150 \text{ms}, \quad (2) \]
where \( \mu_{signal} \) is the mean value of the filtered and normalized ECG, and \( \sigma_{signal} \) is its standard deviation. If less than three peaks or less than 30 beats/min were found with the thresholds, Pan Tompkins was applied.
4. Extraction of the RR event series in milliseconds [ms].
5. Outlier removal procedure using as threshold the relationship of equation (3):
   \[ Thr_{outliers} = \mu_{rrseries} + 5 \times \sigma_{rrseries}, \quad (3) \]
where \( \mu_{rrseries} \) and \( \sigma_{rrseries} \) are the mean and standard deviation of the RR series respectively.
6. Extraction from RR series the 16 temporal parameters typically used in HRV analysis [13][14], shown in Table 1.
7. Normalization of the parameters with MinMax method. These parameters were fed to the wide branch of the network, as shown in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean_nni</td>
<td>Mean RR interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sdnn</td>
<td>RR interval std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adsd</td>
<td>Std of adjacent RR-intervals differences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nni_50</td>
<td>Number of RR exceeding 50ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pnni_50</td>
<td>Percentage of nni50 over total RR intervals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nni_20</td>
<td>Number of RR exceeding 20ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pnni_20</td>
<td>Percentage of nni20 over total RR intervals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rmsd</td>
<td>RMS of RR differences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>median_nni</td>
<td>Median RR interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range_nni</td>
<td>Max-Min difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cvs</td>
<td>CV of successive differences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cvnni</td>
<td>Coefficient of Variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean_hr</td>
<td>Mean Heart Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_hr</td>
<td>Max Heart Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min_hr</td>
<td>Min Heart Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std_hr</td>
<td>std of Heart Rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: List of temporal properties extracted.

‘ResBs’s. In each ResBs there were two Convolutional Layers followed by the SE. The SE block encompassed two Fully Connected (FC) layers and ended with a sigmoid function, which transferred the input to the successive block. This block detected morphological correlations among leads. The Convolutional Layers increased the number of characteristics extracted by the network while reducing the input dimensionality, thanks to the doubling of filter dimension every two ‘ResBs’s. The dropout layer placed in between the Convolutional Layers of the ResBs increased the network generalization capabilities. The wide branch took as input 16 temporal features extracted from the ECGs (flow B of Figure 1) and it consisted of a FC layer of 10 neurons. This limited number of neurons forced the model to learn an embedding of the temporal features useful for the classification.

The ResNet capability to recognize the implicit morphological patterns and the wide branch explicit temporal features were put together into a concatenate layer, without distinction between the two. Since both parts had different number of parameters, a two-step training procedure was followed to guarantee correct error back-propagation to the deep branch (further explained in section 2.4).
A sigmoid layer was used as final classifier to return the recording’s probability values of belonging to each of the classes independently in the [0,1] range. The classes were assigned by comparing this output probability with optimal learnt thresholds (see par. 2.4).

Figure 2: Network architecture: on the left (block A) the deep branch, consisting of the modified ResNet; on the right (block B) the wide branch, composed of the FC layer. Their outputs are concatenated to perform the final predictions.

2.4. Model Training

The available full data-set was unbalanced, especially towards Normal Sinus Rhythm (NSR) and Sinus Bradycardia (SB) classes. To avoid bias and enhance the generalization capability of the models, the original distribution was modified, keeping all data except for the NSR and SB, which were both randomly reduced to a third.

For each leads subset a model was trained using the same network structure but changing the number of input channels. Models were trained in a two-stage fashion for 12 epochs. During the first 9 only the deep network was trained, freezing the wide layers, while in the remaining 3 only the wide branch parameters were updated. The chosen batch size was 64 and the initial Learning Rate was 0.003, reduced tenfold each 10 epochs. The training error used was binary cross-entropy, optimized using the Adam optimizer.

To maximize the Challenge Metric (CM) and handle class unbalance a threshold optimization \([11]\) was applied to the 26 output probabilities. This was done in two steps: 1. Maximization of the CM score with a step of 0.01 and maximum value of 0.4 through grid search of threshold value.
2. Nelder-Mead downhill simplex minimization method over the negative value of the CM score, initialized with the output of step 1.

2.5. Model Evaluation

Signals were processed as in the training phase. However, instead of performing the prediction on a single time window, signals were segmented into windows of 4096 samples with a 256 samples overlap. The final prediction probability output was the average across all independently classified segments. Output classes were assigned according to the optimal thresholds found. The model performances were assessed holding out a stratified local test set with 20% of training data. The actual learning of the model was conducted using a stratified 5-fold cross validation.

3. Results

The results obtained after a 20% hold out 5-fold stratified cross-validation are presented in column “Training” of Table 2, while “Validation” values were provided by the challenge organizers. No final Test and Ranking scores were provided due to problems in the run with the UMICH challenge test data, probably due to unexpected characteristics of the data fed to the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leads</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.689 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.663 ± 0.008</td>
<td>0.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.673 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.672 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.656 ± 0.007</td>
<td>0.582</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Challenge scores for final entry: 5-fold cross validation on the public training set, repeated scoring on the hidden validation set. One-time scoring on the hidden test set as well as the final ranking were not assigned due to testing error.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The model presented encompassed two branches: a deep ResNet SE neural network and a wide single layer handcrafted feature classifier. Both branches concatenated to obtain an embedding of the morphological and temporal features and to provide with the recording’s probability of belonging to each class. The choice of adding a wide branch was driven by the reported poor capability of deep models to effectively entail temporal patterns of the ECG signal \([15]\). The combination of HRV handcrafted features and deep features aimed to take advantage of the implicit complex morphological information obtained by the ResNet model together with the explicit rhythmic data of the HRV features. A similar approach was followed in \([16]\), but in contrast with that procedure which directly combined handcrafted features with deep
features, in this work the learning of the wide branch was performed through 16 handcrafted HRV features (Table 1) fed to a FC 10 neurons layer. This was combined with the ResNet model [11], which had already proven in the past Challenge its efficacy for 12-leads ECGs classification.

In addition, to mitigate overfitting and avoid giving excessive importance to the wide branch a two phases learning routine was implemented, as described in section 2.4. The network was firstly allowed to focus on extracting morphological features by freezing the wide branch and the end sigmoid classifier, only updating the ResNet weights. On a second stage the wide branch was trained by freezing the deep network and preserving the embedding. This approach reduced overfitting, even if it was not completely removed, as shown in Table 2.

Although no results were obtained for the final full test set, the performances obtained on one of the hidden test sets show that the models were capable of classifying ECGs for every lead subset. Some small differences were present, presumably due to the loss of information in reduced lead subsets, affecting the overall ECG morphological patterns. Future works should aim to perform regularization on the wide branch weights and to expand the number of features to be fed to the wide branch, their processing and selection.

In conclusion, the proposed algorithm tackles some of the complexities of the dataset as the data unbalancing and variate signal length. However, the lack of an unique approach in the labelling process of the training data poses a challenge that should be tackled to increase the robustness of classification.
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